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rudiments of civilisation in a savage war between
two factions. Nothing so horrible happened elsewhere
in Ireland even in those years ; the worst elements in
the crowd were let loose and each side could with some
justice argue that the other was mainly responsible.
It would serve no useful purpose to recall the episodes ;
but this has to be noted. >It was essentially a strife
in which the labouring classes, divided by denomina-
tions, rent and tore each other;
Nobody in Belfast wants to talk of those times ;
there has been appeasement/ though the embers are
still hot, and the Catholic workmen in large numbers
are back at their places. But the labour aspect of
this trouble has to be stated. Depression hit the linen
trade hard as soon as the war contracts ceased. As
after Napoleon's times, so in 1919 and onwards,
linen was too costly for most buyers. There was an
acute crisis in Belfast's staple trade from which the
recovery has been very gradual* Then slackness
spread to the shipyards, and men who had been'in
the war began to grumble when they saw employment.
continued to those who had taken no part in the war
and had only got work when the war created it.
This grumbling became inflamed when there was
discussion in the workshops of what was happening
in the South of Ireland. Once the trouble started,
nobody enquired into any man's record : they simply
asked Ms religion. There were endless injustices,
even from the most extreme Protestant point of view.
An artisan whom I had good cause to know, returned
to his work in a spinning mill after gaining his com-
mission in the field. The mill was forced to pay off
h^nds, as half its machinery was standing idle ; and
he had to go. He was offered work elsewhere, but then
learnt that the men would not allow him to be employed
becfause he was a Catholic.
So long as workers are fighting for work in Belfast,
feelings are not likely to become normal, nor will the
inherent decency of trade unionism get a chance to

